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Our applicants
This year we had over $85,000 in applications that included
26 projects. Our applicants ranged from music and theatre,
to Squamish Nation cultural initiatives to interactive art. The
applicants had a variety of experience levels from brand
new applicants to seasoned grant writers.

What we did differently
this year
Having run this grant award for many years now, we have
steadily improved the process each year for both the
applicants as well as the jury. This year, we knew that the
public would be learning about the two different grant
streams for the DOS's CEG, so we worked to make our
process as easy as possible. We initiated discussions with
the SCF and the DOS about a co-developed marketing
scheme, shared our application and scoring documents with
the SCf and initiated a town hall to better educate the
public on how the two streams are similar and how they
differ.
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Grant Writing Assistance
A great project shouldn't be overshadowed by unreachable
barriers
Last year's granting process saw a new feature: the Program
Officer. This person helped to assist applicants with questions and
information to ensure the highest quality application. this worked
so well and our jury was delighted in selecting great ideas that
previouslty had not been presented well.
This year, we deepened this initiative to further create more
accessibility. In a concerted effort to cross cultural divides and
recognize the colonial nature of granting proceses, we continued
to coach all our applicants on how to interpret a grant application
and a budget. In addition to this, we provided funds for grant
writers to work directly with applicants who are crossing cultural
divides, have difficulty with written formats and for any reason
that someone would need additional assistance.
This has been a fantastic addition to our offerings and ensures
that we are striving for more equitable processes.
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Our Jury and Their Task
Our jury is comprised of local volunteers and Squamish Arts
Council Board members who all have a vested interest in seeing
our community thrive. We are always working to increase diversity
in this committee and will continue to do so each year. we had two
confilcts of interest, where jury members recused themselves from
that specific vote.
SAC Staff vetted the applicants by first confirming with the SCF
that there were no double applicants. We then combed the
applications for errors or missed information. We gave applicants
the opportunity to correct their applications and used this as a
teachable moment. One applicant was unable to correct his
application and we resolved to try again next year.
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Our Jury and Their Task
Each jury member received a packet containing a scoring matrix
and links to all the relevant information, including application,
budget,letters of support and publications.
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Making the Biggest
Impact
Once the scores were in, we created multiple scenarios in
order to determine how we could have the biggest impact.
The scenario we chose was a slight decrease in funding for
the projects, in order to fund more projects. The exception
to this was Tsawaysia's project because we are dedicated
to increasing engagement with Squamish Nation artists. All
of our shortlisted candidates are happy to move forward
with slightly less than the original ask.
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Our Shortlisted
Candidates
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Next Steps
1

1

DOS approval of the applicants

2

SAC sends out award packages including DOS and
SAC logos, report forms and award letters to be
signed.

2

Once signed letters are received, SAC sends out
cheques

2

SAC announces the grant recipients at our AGM on
April 12.
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Next Steps for the Grant
Process

1
1

SAC has previously adjudicated grants a specific time frame. At the
request of the DOS, both SAC and SCF will now move timelines to the
end of the year. This means we have two grant cycles this year.
This is the new process to begin at the end of 2021:

1

September 1st: Announce new intake for applications
September 16 - October 31 Applications accepted
November 2- SAC and SCF meet to check for duplicates
Nov 3 - 15 SAC committee juries the applications
Nov 16 Shortlisted candidates to Sarah/ DOS staff for approval
Nov 20 Recipients notified
December 1 SAC received CEG funding for 2022
Dec 1 - Dec 31st SAC distributes cheques for a Jan 1st start date
Jan 1st 2022 Start of project year - projects to be completed Dec
2022
June 1st 2022 Half-year check in
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